GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade

NOTIFICATION

The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. Party and Agency: Finland, National Board of Navigation

2. Provision of the Agreement: 2.5.2

3. Product(s) covered, CCCN Heading (National Tariff Heading where applicable):
   Boats

4. Title of project: Portable petrol system for boats

5. Description: This proposed standard concerns the design, construction and arrangement of portable petrol fuel tanks with related hoses comprising portable fuel systems for boats with outboard engines.
   This proposed standard concerns the safety arrangement of portable fuel systems. They should be equal to permanently fixed petrol fuel systems in boats and to allow safe storing of disconnected portable tanks.
   This standard is proposed mandatory for portable petrol fuel systems for boats intended for marketing within the Nordic countries. The standard has been prepared in co-operation with Denmark, Iceland, Norway and Sweden.

6. Objective and rationale: Safety


8. Where published, when adopted: Nordic Boat Standard


10. Proposed date of adoption and entry into force: 1983